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Star Wars Workbook 1st Grade Writing Skills Star Wars Workbooks
Relive all of the action with these LEGO STAR WARST activity books! May the Force be with you. An all-new LEGO STAR WARST Activity Book featuring a buildable minifigure with 32 pages of hilarious activities! Relive all of the humor and action of LEGO Star WarsT in this fun-filled activity book! Includes mazes, matching, code-breaking, puzzles, plus a buildable minifigure!
Reinforces key reading and writing skills, including prepositional phrases, dialogue, recognizing fragments and run-on sentences, reading comprehension, and more.
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... A world is threatened. A young queen must save her people. A dark evil rises again. A young jedi is discovered. The journey begins.
An exciting adventure about two of the brave heroes from the smash hit movie Rogue One: A Star Wars Story! On the desert world of Jedha, in the Holy City, friends Baze and Chirrut used to be Guardians of the Whills, who looked after the Kyber Temple and the devoted pilgrims who worshipped there. Then the Empire came and took over the planet. The temple was destroyed and the people scattered. Now Baze and Chirrut do what they can to resist the Empire and protect the people of Jedha, but it never seems to be enough. Then a man named Saw Gerrera arrives, with a militia of his own and grand plans to
take down the Empire. It seems like the perfect way for Baze and Chirrut to make a real difference and help the people of Jedha live better lives. But will it come at too great a cost?
Star Wars Workbook: 4th Grade Reading and Writing
TinkerActive Workbooks: 1st Grade Math
Star Wars Creatures, Ships & Droids Poster-A-Page
Star Wars Workbook: 4th Grade Math
Star Wars Workbook, Preschool ABC Fun
What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his son? What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern admonishment from an annoyed dad? In this hilarious and sweet comic reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad like any other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark Lord of the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeffrey Brown's delightful illustrations give classic Star Wars® moments a fresh twist, presenting the trials and joys of parenting through the lens of a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons include lightsaber batting practice, using
the Force to raid the cookie jar, Take Your Child to Work Day on the Death Star ("Er, he looks just like you, Lord Vader!"), and the special bond shared between any father and son. Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.
The strangest and yuckiest secrets of the galaxy What does the Zillo Beast feast on for breakfast? Does slimy Jabba the Hutt ever have a bath? What are the three yuckiest things he eats? Why are wampas so cuddly? And which monster makes the scariest sound? Take a trip on the wild side and discover the weirdest facts in the Star Wars galaxy! From gross creatures and strange bugs, to disgusting food, dangerous deserts, and sinister Sith, this icky, sticky picture ebook is the perfect gift for young readers. © and TM 2020 Lucasfilm
LTD.
**3 BOOKS IN 1!** Building a strong foundation in math is essential for children in the first grade. The activities in this 3-in-1 Super Workbook are designed to help your student become familiar with math concepts like numbers and operations, solid and plane shapes, and graphs and charts. They will help your child to catch up, keep up, and get ahead—and best of all, to have lots of fun doing it! Here are some of the great features you'll find inside: BASIC MATH The Cupcake Eater Counting cupcakes on a plate, and then crossing off
the eaten cupcakes and counting how many are left, helps children learn subtraction. MATH GAMES & PUZZLES Safe Crackers Children write numbers from smallest to largest or identify place-value digits to find the right combination for a safe. SHAPES & GEOMETRY Get In Place Children draw a line from each picture outside a Venn diagram to where it belongs inside the diagram, matching food and objects of different shapes. Give your child's confidence a boost with First Grade Super Math Success!
Who can forget the first time they saw Darth Vader with his black cape and mask? Or the white hard-body suit of the Stormtroopers? Lucasfilm Archives have granted full access to the original costumes and they are revealed here in detail.
The War of the Worlds
Star Wars Workbook, Kindergarten Phonics and ABCs
Can the past erase the future?
My Book of Writing Words
A must-have sound book for every young padawan learning about Star Wars for the first time or longtime fans of all ages! This 10-button Star Wars sound book contains cool lightsaber battle sounds, classic quotes, and more from this fan-favorite franchise. This sturdy board book will entertain young children for hours as they learn about the dark side of a galaxy far, far away...
In his quest for total domination, Darth Sidious compiled six legendary dark side texts detailing Sith history and philosophy by Sorzus Syn, Darth Malgus, Darth Bane, Mother Talzin, Darth Plagueis, and himself. Together these documents form the Book of Sith. Over the centuries, the texts were passed among Force users who left handwritten notes and annotations in the margins, including Darth Vader, Yoda, Mace Windu, and Luke Skywalker, among others. Collected by acclaimed Star Wars writer Daniel Wallace and embellished by numerous esteemed Star Wars illustrators, this volume introduces new characters and history, and
delves deeper into understanding the philosophies and methods behind the dark side of the Force.
A YA novel filled with adventure and romance set in the world of Galaxy's Edge, the Star Wars-themed land coming to Disneyland and Walt Disney World tin 2019.Izzy and Jules were childhood friends, climbing the spires of Batuu, inventing silly games, and dreaming of adventures they would share one day. Then, Izzy's family left abruptly, without even a chance to say goodbye. Izzy's life became one of constant motion, traveling from one world to the next, until her parents were killed and she became a low-level smuggler to make ends meet. Jules remained on Batuu, eventually becoming a farmer like his father, but always yearning
for something more. Now, thirteen years after she left, Izzy is returning to Batuu. She's been hired to deliver a mysterious parcel, and she just wants to finish the job and get gone. But upon arrival at Black Spire Outpost she runs smack into the one person who still means something to her after all this time: Jules. The attraction between them is immediate, yet despite Jules seeming to be everything she's ever needed, Izzy hesitates. How can she drag this good-hearted man into the perilous life she's chosen? Jules has been trying to figure out his future, but now all he knows for certain is that he wants to be with Izzy. How can he
convince her to take a chance on someone who's never left the safety of his homeworld? When Izzy's job goes wrong, the two childhood friends find themselves on the run. And all their secrets will be revealed as they fight to stay alive...
As the war between the Republic and the scattered remnants of the Empire continues, two children - the Jedi twins - will come into their powers in a universe on the brink of vast changes and challenges. In this time of turmoil and discovery, a new Star Wars saga begins.
Star Wars Workbook: 3rd Grade Math
1st Grade Reading Skill Builders
Star Wars
Smart Skills Cursive, Ages 8 - 11
Kindergarten Math Skills
A collection of words Star Wars fans of all ages should know, from the littlest Skywalker to the most seasoned Kenobi.
This Star Wars Workbook brings editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous Common Core educational standards to 3rd grade reading and writing - featuring Finn from "The Force Awakens."
The creatures, ships, and droids of Star Wars are some of the most beloved and collected "characters" of the Skywalker Saga. Wookiees and Tusken Raiders; the Death Star and the Millennium Falcon; R2-D2 and B1 Battle Droids-all the fan favorites are represented in this new collection of posters featuring memorable quotes and moments, character galleries, fun facts, and much more from the first six Star Wars films. Every page is a poster in this fullcolor collection, plus fans get six additional supersized, fold-out posters, and one special color-in poster they can make all their own. The Poster-A-Page series offers kids the opportunity to bring their favorite friends and stories into their homes and onto their walls, and to become part of their world.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 4 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes language arts, word searches and crosswords, idea clusters, multiplication and division, story
problems, geometry, graphs, time lines, Brain Boxes, and much more.
Brain Quest Workbook
Star Wars®: Book of Sith
1st Grade Writing Skills
Junior Novelization
Darth Vader and Son
This thrilling Young Adult novel gives readers a macro view of some of the most important events in the Star Wars universe, from the rise of the Rebellion to the fall of the Empire. Readers will experience these major moments through the eyes of two childhood friends--Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell--who have grown up to become an Imperial officer and a Rebel pilot. Now on opposite sides of the war, will these two star-crossed lovers reunite, or will duty tear them--and the galaxy--apart? Star Wars: Lost Stars also includes all-new post- Star Wars: Return of the Jedi content, as well as hints and clues about the upcoming film Star
Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for all Star Wars fans.
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit subtraction with ease."--cover.
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of phrases that combine similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations in a volume that offers tracing and pronunciation games involving such example phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.
An exciting new workbook series that blends traditional exercises with hands-on activities.Tinker, make, and engineer to learn through play! With TinkerActive Workbooks, learning leaps off the page and into the real world. Start with interactive and entertaining exercises that cover the essential first grade math and problem-solving skills. Then, apply what you've learned in exciting hands-on tinkering, making, and engineering activities that utilize only common household materials. Plus, the charming cast of characters, the MotMots, guide kids through every new concept with cheer and humor. Once you've completed the workbook,
unbox a collectible magnet hidden in the back cover!Vetted by award-winning educators, TinkerActive Workbooks are designed for all learners. They build your child's fundamental math skills AND inspire them to try new things, discover new skills, and imagine new possibilities.
The Star Wars Question and Answer Book about Space
Star Wars: Galaxy's Edge: A Crash of Fate
The Original Trilogy
Star Wars Block
Learning about Consonants and Vowels

Make learning an intergalactic adventure!
A time traveling cave. A vicious band of miners…and pure gold. When West Virginia teenagers Emma and Brody promised their neighbor, a famous geologist, to help rebuild his decimated rock and mineral collection for a museum display, they didn’t know they would be in for the magical ride of a lifetime. After a successful trip to 1775 England where they collected the rare Blue John Fluorite, the teens are quick to jump at the chance to travel to the California Gold Rush in 1851. When they arrive at the Gold Rush and meet an
old acquaintance, they think the mission will be easy until they realize their friend may not be able to help them at all. When their actions in the past erase their future, can Emma and Brody right the wrong? With a hostile group of miners hot on their trail, Brody and Emma must collect the gold, save their friends, and salvage the future before it is too late. Rusher’s Gold is the second book in the middle grade adventure/sci-fi series Crystal Cave Adventures. If you like adventure and time travel mixed with your geology, then
you’ll love Tracy Diane’s exciting series.
The Smart Skills: Cursive activity book provides hours of engaging exercises to help young learners practice cursive handwriting alongside their favorite Star Wars characters including Luke Skywalker, Leia Organa, and Boba Fett. Use the Force and practice cursive writing the smart way!
Learn well, you will. Show the Jawas which decimals are greater. Multiply fractions to find out how many coins Han Solo has. Play tic-tac-toe with the Jedi to practice rounding skills. Make learning an intergalactic adventure! From the creators of BRAIN QUEST and from the iconic world of Star Wars, 4thGrade Math is 96 full-filled pages of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math skills, including multiplying large numbers, adding and subtracting fractions, using a protractor, geometry, and more. All
content aligns with national Common Core State Standards Vetted by the award-winning teachers on the Brain Quest Advisory Board Illustrated throughout with hundreds of Star Wars characters, creatures, planets, starships, and more The Force is strong with Star Wars Workbooks!
Quest for the Kyber Saber
1st Grade Reading
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace
Star Wars: 10-Button Sounds: Villains
The Star Wars Book of Monsters, Ooze and Slime
Make learning fun with curriculum-based exercises and activities from a galaxy far, far away...
Qui-Gon Jinn, a Jedi Master, has difficulty training young Obi-Wan Kenobi, because he can't forget the betrayal by his first apprentice, Xanatos.
The Force is strong with this series! Introducing a line of workbooks that marries the iconic popularity of Star Wars with the unique mix of editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous educational standards that Workman applied to the BRAIN QUEST Workbooks. Twelve titles launch the seriesÑthree each for Pre-K through 2nd GradeÑand dig deep into core subjects, including numbers, ABCs, phonics, and reading readiness for younger grades, and math, reading, and writing for the older ones. The material, which aligns with national Common Core State Standards, is designed to reinforce essential concepts and
lessons taught in schools. Any child, not just fans of Star WarsÑbut yes, those fans will be especially delighted (as will reluctant learners)Ñwill love the ÒAÓ is for Anakin approach to phonics. Kids will practice learning numbers by counting and circling X-wing starfighters and clone troopers. Master place values by sorting groups of Wookiees. There are math problemsÑYoda is holding 7 lightsabers. 5 of the lightsabers are blue. The rest are green. How many green lightsabers is he holding? And Language ArtsÑCircle the correct homophone in this sentence: Luke is a Jedi knight/night. Featuring favorite characters like
Luke Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi, and other creatures, monsters, Jedi, and Sith, the workbooks are filled with thousands of original illustrations drawing from all six Star Wars movies and the expanded Star Wars universe. Learn well, you will.
A brightly colored snake challenges readers to a game of hide and seek as he hides among familiar objects.
Star Wars Workbooks: Alphabet and Phonics Ages 5-6
Subtraction, Grade 2
Star Wars: Brotherhood
Over 100 Words Every Fan Should Know
First Grade Super Math Success (Sylvan Super Workbooks)

1st Grade MathWorkman Publishing
Provides learning strategies and tips for building first grade reading comprehension skills, including phonics, sentence structure, and story sequence.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and
ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes adventure set just after the events of Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the Separatists, the peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the
planet is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan investigates with the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists who hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister hand of Asajj Ventress in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone—and his former
master’s insistence that he listen this time—Anakin’s headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party, and bringing along a promising but conflicted youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself on equal—but uncertain—footing with the man who raised him. The lingering friction between them increases the danger for everyone around them. The two knights must learn a new way to work together—and they must learn quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To overcome the threat they face they must
grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together as brothers.
The Dark Rival
Star Wars: Guardians of the Whills
Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens: Lost Stars
Star Wars Workbook, Preschool Number Fun
Star Wars Workbook: 3rd Grade Reading and Writing
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an
unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
Grade 4 - A Whole Year of Curriculum-Based Exercises and Activities in One Fun Book!
U.S. History
Rusher's Gold
1st Grade Math
Star Wars Costumes
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